Best Service and Safety
Record in the Industry

Rugged
Roller Design

Power Saving “Electric Drive”

AMERICA’S BEST CONVEYOR

MacNeil RG-440
Conveyor
The MacNeil RG-440 Conveyor is known for being ahead of
the times, setting industry standards and making operators’
lives safer, easier and cleaner. Now available in electric drive
with MacNeil’s Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) technology,
the RG-440 oﬀers the same great performance with precise
control for energy savings and “power save”, pit-free
adjustments and quiet operation.
The conveyor is an important component in your wash.
Having a reliable conveyor reduces costly downtime and lost
revenue. With a proven service and safety record spanning
more than 25 years, the MacNeil RG-440 Conveyor has earned
a reputation for long term, reliable operations. With more than
2,500 MacNeil conveyors operating in North America, MacNeil
has become the trusted partner of the industry’s highestvolume car washes spanning all market segments.

Get the best conveyor. Get MacNeil.
Call 1-800-361-7797 or visit us at www.macneilwash.com.

MacNeil RG-440 Conveyor
> THE MACNEIL ADVANTAGE
•

Lower costs to maintain

•

Proven performance for more than 25 years

•

Available in electric or hydraulic drive

•

Easy to service and maintain

> FEATURES
•

Low profile square rail design

•

Forged long link X458 chain

•

Interconnecting chain and roller design provides 52,000 lbs. of tensile strength

•

The safest and most reliable anti-jam on demand roller-up system

•

Quad air shocks for constant chain tension that eliminates and no conveyor jamming

•

Air tensioned take-up

•

Rugged, dependable drive (electric or hydraulic)

•

Durable components for consistent uptime

•

Trap doors at entrance and exit ends provide safe and simple operation

•

Manual roller-up ensures continuous operation in the
event of cylinder failure

•

Remote grease points guarantee cleaner,
easier maintenance

•

Absence of ball bearings eliminates over-greasing
and damaged seals

•

Best service and safety record in the industry

Layout

> TECHNICAL DATA
Electric Motor / VFD

Hydraulic Drive

•

230V / 460V  60Hz

10 GPM – up to 120’

•

3HP or 5HP

15 GPM – over 120’

> About MacNeil Wash Systems Limited

Service Requirements
– Electric

Service Requirements
– Hydraulic

MacNeil Wash Systems was established in 1982. The

•

3HP, 230V, 3 PH – 16A

•

10HP, 208V – 30.8A

for the tunnel car wash industry and for the automotive

•

3HP, 460V, 3 PH – 10A

•

10HP, 460V – 14.0A

dealer, fleet and rental markets. MacNeil products are

•

5HP, 230V, 3 PH – 26A

•

15HP, 208V – 46.2A

engineered to provide superior cleaning performance,

•

5HP, 460V, 3 PH – 15A

•

15HP, 460V – 21.0A

reduced maintenance, increased production, maximum cost

Pneumatics
•

¼” Line

•

0.5 CFM (0.014 CMM)

•

100 PSI (7 BAR)

Control Voltage
•

110 VAC 60 Hz

•

1 PHASE

•

1 AMP

Company designs and manufactures quality car was systems

savings and equipment longevity. All MacNeil equipment is
backed by our focus on service excellence. We distribute and
support our products through an international network of
more than 45 distributors that are all leaders in capability and
performance.
Specifications subject to change. Information is provided for reference only and is not to be used
for installation or construction purposes. Refer to MacNeil Wash Systems equipment drawings for
installation specifications. Revised August 2008.
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